Introns as relict retrotransposons: implications for the evolutionary origin of eukaryotic mRNA splicing mechanisms.
A model is presented for the evolutionary origin of intron sequences within eukaryotic protein-coding genes. We propose that introns are the vestiges of transposable elements and, specifically, that they represent a novel class of retrovirus-like transposons. The attraction of the retrotransposon model is that it gives the RNA splicing mechanism a central role in the evolution of introns. There is a growing body of evidence to suggest that several aspects of splicing are intron-encoded. Consequently, it is reasonable to look for evolutionary explanations of the splicing mechanism in the context of the evolution of the intron sequences themselves. According to this model the ancestral intron genomes were replicated into RNA copies simply because of their insertion within transcriptionally active regions of the host genome. Splicing was necessary not only to minimize their negative effects on host gene expression, but also, and perhaps more importantly, to generate new copies of the intron genome free of flanking exon sequences. These spliced intron copies were then available for reverse transcription and reinsertion elsewhere in the genome. Thus, splicing can be seen as an essential step in the intron replication cycle. Most modern introns have probably lost the majority of their original genetic content and may be considered as degenerate evolutionary relicts. An exception to this degeneracy is the set of splicing signals which must be retained because of its continued importance to host cell survival.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)